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Abstract 
This paper deals with special aspects of the automatic construction of hypertexts from journal 
articles as a means to improve the access methods to full text information. In the first section 
of the paper a text linguistic approach to hypertext construction is introduced and related to 
the state of the art in information retrieval technology. The next section gives a notion of 
global structuring and the appropriate granularity of hypertexts based on text linguistic 
evidence. A formalization of the resulting hypertext model is outlined in the final section. 
l   Introduction 
One of the major shortcomings of current full text information systems2 is that almost the 
whole effort is spent into the support of query formulation. The user of information retrieval 
systems — being in an "anomalous state of knowledge" (Belkin et al. 82) — has problems to 
express his informational needs, therefore query formulation is supported by expert systems, 
natural language interfaces3, (eg. Biswas et al. 87a, 87b) and user models (Brajnik et al. 87). 
Having retrieved a set of relevant texts from a database the user has to face the following 
problems: 
• Based on the best match paradigm (Robertson 80), most information retrieval systems 
measure the relevance of a document according to the degree of similarity between 
document representations (eg indexes) and query (search terms). A user being 
interested in pieces of information scattered over several texts may therefore have to 
read couples of redundant texts before he reaches a text which contains a new 
informational item. 
• Additionally the presentation techniques employed in conventional retrieval systems 
are rather poor. In the worst case the user is confronted with a list of references. 
The difficulties to obtain information from a set of retrieved texts lead to draw-backs in full 
text retrieval performance (Blair 80, Blair/Maron 85, Tenopir 85). 
                                                 
1 This is an enhanced version of a paper published in: Jonassen, D. (ed): Proceedings NATO Advanced Research 
Workshop "Designing Hyper-text/Hypermedia for Learning". Springer, 1990, 71-95. 
 This text is published under the following Creative Commons Licence:  Attribution-
NonCommercial-NoDerivs 2.0 Germany (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/2.0/de/). 
2 An overview of the state of the art in information retrieval gives Belkin/Croft 87. 
3 The role of AI methods in information retrieval is outlined by Smith 87. 
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One way to overcome these shortcomings — the best one for users with fact oriented 
questions — is to complement full-text retrieval by text-based question answering systems4 
(Rau 87a,b, Simmons 87). Relevant chunks of information are chosen according to an 
inference process, which additionally comprises the relevant information to a concise answer. 
In this paper we will deal with an alternative approach to information retrieval and 
presentation. 
A common feature of various recently developed information systems is the decomposition 
of linear document structure which is enforced by conventional print media. Instead, an 
organization (networks or hierarchies) of information units of different forms (textual, 
graphical and pictorial presentation modes may be combined) is provided. Additionally the 
presentation of textual information is enhanced by alternative presentation styles like tables 
etc. (Stibic 85). Documents organized this way are called hypertexts (an overview gives 
Conklin 87). Hypertext systems are devoted to the exploratory paradigm (Bates 85) — 
reading a hypertext means traversing a network of text-units using a browsing-facility. 
Additionally hypertext systems offer string oriented retrieval functions5, hierarchies of 
organizational text units like the tocs of Trigg's textnet (Trigg/Weiser 86) or predefined paths 
(textnet) to support hypertext navigation. The conversion of texts into hypertext with its 
variety in presentation and navigation techniques is an alternative approach to improve online 
retrieval performance. 
The different approaches to the conversion of texts into hypertext can be distinguished 
with respect to the answers given to the following two questions: 
• What are the text units constituting a hypertext? 
• What sort of links between the units will be provided? 
The I3R-system (Croft/Thompson 87) for instance is based on statistical clustering. Hypertext-
units are references to documents and links are based on a similarity measure or on citation. 
Another system based on clustering is the lOTA-system (Defude/ Chiamarella 87) which 
allows for indexing and therefore interrelation of parts of documents (chapters etc.). An 
adaptation of this statistical approach to hypertext is given by Larson (Larson 88). Frisse 
(Frisse 88) on the other hand proposes a semi-automatic text decomposition method. Text 
units of the resulting hypertext are identical with passages of the linear text. The hierarchical 
organization of the hypertext is based on the structure of the original text (e.g. the text 
divisions like chapters or sections)6. Non-hierarchical semantic or rhetoric links between text 
units may be provided by the user. 
The approach we propose7 is based neither on statistical evidence nor on the surface 
structure of texts, but on text-linguistic regularities. Many semantic theories of text, like text 
grammars based on macrostructures (eg van Dijk 80b) or the definition of semantic coherence 
through binary relations (Hobbs 83, Mann/Thompson 88) are based on the two-dimensional 
structure of text (Gülich/Raible 77 pp. 51-55). Based on these text-linguistic models texts may 
be converted to hypertext as follows: 
                                                 
4 Question answering systems and retrieval systems employ different notions of relevance, which in one case is 
based on informational needs and in the other on thematic overlap (Swanson 77). 
5 Context free retrieval functions don’t seem to be sufficient to the heavily content dependent navigation model 
of hypertext systems, therefore Frisse (Frisse 87) proposes context sensitive (but still string oriented) retrieval 
functions. 
6 Similar to hypertext systems, which originally emerged from text formatters – eg. Superbook (Remde et al. 87). 
7 A partial implementation of the hypertext model as proposed in this paper is the TWRM-TOPOGRAPHIC 
system, which was developed at the University of Constance from 1982-1988 (Thiel/Hammwöhner 86). 
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The text is fragmented to coherent text units which are mapped to semantic representations 
(Hahn/Reimer 86). 
• Content oriented relations similar to the rhetoric relations mentioned above can be 
computed on the ground of these representations (Hammwöhner/Thiel 87). Thus, text 
passages taken from linear text can be rearranged as networks, such that every 
possible path in this network is semantically coherent. 
• Macrostructures which resemble the hierarchical structures as found in conventional 
hypertexts (content nodes) reflect the topical structure of documents. 
Macrostructures can be computed either 
• bottom up for the purpose of text analysis (the text — the leaves of the macrostructure 
— is given): so called macrorules are applied to text units creating a more general 
topical description (van Dijk 80b) — or 
• top down for the purpose of text generation (the topic — the root of the 
macrostructure — is given): the inverse rules are used to create more specific 
propositions (Garcia-Berrio/Mayordomo 88). 
Hypertext systems comprise both of these aspects. A hypertext may be regarded as a static 
network with a given hierarchical deep structure (comparable to the text-graphs as introduced 
by Reimer/Hahn 88 for linear texts). Navigating a hypertext implies the choice of sub-graphs 
from the network which fit the user's (topical) interest. The application of macro-rules with 
respect to this interest8 may be viewed as a user oriented reinterpretation of the hypertext 
(bottom up) as well as a navigation driven text construction process (top down). Macro-rules 
implement a context oriented notion of relevance (Tiamiyu/ Ajiferuke 88) fulfilling the 
maxims of relation and quantity (Grice 75) which deal with the choice of relevant and the 
elimination of redundant information. This paper will give a semi-formal description of 
macrorules for the construction of hypertext deep structures (based on a frame like formalism) 
and outline their role in hypertext navigation. 
The application of macro-rules is controlled by prototypical text plans, comparable to 
superstructures (van Dijk 80a) or story grammars (Rumelhart 75). The possibility to compare 
the actual state of navigation with a text plan and as a result provide the user with discourse 
cues as demanded by Charney 87 will help to avoid confusion in hypertext navigation as 
observed by Jones 879. 
2   Macrostructures 
The oldest science which deals with structuring and formulation of text is rhetoric which has a 
tradition reaching back to ancient Greece. The special fields of rhetoric traditionally are: 
• inventio: the discovering of the very ideas which shall be expressed in a text, 
• dispositio: the ordering of these ideas and 
• elucutio: the finding of adequate formulations. 
                                                 
8 One of the macro-rules for instance describes the deletion of accidental information. The decision, which 
information shall be regarded as accidental, should consider whether it is in the scope of the user’s interest or 
not. 
9 Kieras 82 shows and explains the effect of discourse cues – especially cues on correct generalizations – on the 
comprehension of simple technical prose according to a text model based on macro-structures. 
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Writing a text may be thought of as a interlocking process of inventio, dispositio and elucutio 
which leads to a stepwise refinement. A (still to be developed) rhetoric of hypertext has to 
reconsider especially the role of text disposition, which takes place in two phases. The 
hypertext author provides a network structure (dispositio) which contains chunked pieces of 
information (inventio) verbally expressed in text units (elucutio). The final ordering of these 
text units to more or less linear hypertext paths is done by the reader of the hypertext. In the 
search for hypertext disposition rules it should be helpful to consider theories of rhetorics and 
text linguistics about the structuring of linear text. 
 
Figure 1 The (slightly simplified) macrostructure of 
three verses taken from the poem „Jabberwocky“ 
(Carroll 39, pp 140-142). 
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2.1 Macrostructures of linear text 
Garcia-Berrio/ Mayordomo 88 point out the strong connection between the rhetoric concept 
of dispositio and the text-linguistic10 notion of macrostructure as developed by van Dijk (van 
Dijk 80a, 80b, Ballmer 76). Macrostructures reaching beyond the domain of single sentences 
are elements of the semantic deep structure (a hierarchy) of texts. Macrostructures are 
sequences of propositions, which can be expressed in first order calculus. They can be derived 
from the microstructure of a text (surface structure) by the application of so called macro-
rules. These macro-rules are semantic transformation rules mapping tuples of propositions to 
more general (macro-)propositions. Applied recursively, these transformations produce more 
and more general descriptions of the text. Thus, a hierarchy can be built which reaches from 
sentence topics over paragraph and chapter topics to the topic of the whole text11. The four 
macro-rules which are employed in this process are: 
I. The first macro-rule deals with the deletion of accidental information. Information 
which is not needed to understand the subsequent text is deleted:  
Attacking from behind the Tumtum tree the knight killed the Jabberwocky. 
ad→ The knight killed the Jabberwocky12. 
II. The application of the second macro-rule results in the deletion of constitutional 
information. Information which can be inferred by presupposition is deleted:  
He fought the Jubjub bird and didn't shun the frumious Bander-snatch. He is a 
brave man.  He fought the Jubjub bird and didn't shun the frumious cd→
Bandersnatch. 
III. The third macro-rule treats simple generalization: special information is re-placed 
by more general information:  
Alice was having smalltalk with a tiger-lily, a rose and some daisies.    Alice g→
was having smalltalk with some garden flowers. 
IV. The fourth macro-rule is about the construction of propositions: A proposition is 
constructed which comprises a set of propositions from the text or macro-
propositions from macrostructures:  
An egg with hands and feet is sitting on the wall.   Humpty Dumpty is sitting c→
on the wall. 
Figure l shows a partial macrostructure of a poem by Lewis Carroll. It can be discerned in 
spite of new invented nonsense words, which are spread all over the text (according to 
Burchfield 76 for instance "manxome" or "vorpal"). Although the reader is furnished with a 
fixed set of macro-rules, the derived macrostructure is not independent from the readers 
interests (if the reader had any interest in the "tulgey wood", it would possibly appear in a 
high level macrostructure) and knowledge (eg that a sword is usually taken in hand). 
                                                 
10 A general introduction to text-linguistic is provided by de Beaugrande/Dressler 81. 
11 Van Dijk’s model represents one of the well elaborated text models originating from transformal-generative 
grammar. The other theory that must be mentioned in this context is Petöfi’s Text-Structure Word-Structure 
Theory (TeSWeST, Petöfi 79). Similar to van Dijk’s micro- and macro-structure Petöfi distinguishes between 
linear text manifestation and text basis. Both text basis and macrostructure describe a global text structure 
derived by semantic transformation rules. TeSWeST employs a large formal apparatus, which makes it more 
difficult to adapt to new applications than the notion of macro-structures with its more informal treatment. 
12 The examples are adapted from Carroll 39 
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2.2 What is in a text unit? 
Pivotal point of global coherence in hypertext are the text units. The sub-structures of text 
units are unchangeable during dialog, whereas the position of a text unit in a hypertext path is 
fixed only to that extent, that its predecessor and successor must be linked to it. This 
uncertainty in the final positioning of a text unit demands that text units must be self sufficient 
with respect to the following aspects: 
• thematic unity: the boundaries of a text unit must coincide with the boundaries of a 
semantic theme. 
• anaphora, pronouns: all occurring anaphora and pronouns must be resolvable within 
the text unit itself or within the preceding hypertext path. 
Taken into consideration that we want to construct hypertexts from sets of linear text by a 
knowledge based text decomposition, the question arises, what text parts fulfill these 
conditions. A well-founded answer to this question will probably be helpful for the 
modularization of hypertexts by human authors as well — a discussion which is often 
dominated by the idiosyncrasies of contemporary hypertext systems (eg. Conklin 87 p. 42). 
The role of text units in hypertext is comparable to that of paragraphs in linguistics, both 
bridge a gap between structural levels: fixed ordering — flexible ordering in the case of text 
units, sentence level — text level in the case of paragraphs. Both of these contrasting pairs 
reflect the difference between global and local coherence phenomena. Although the paragraph 
is not generally believed to be a canonical text segmentation unit — Phillips 85 for instance 
refers to the frequency of erroneous paragraphing (p. 90) — the importance of the paragraph 
for text structuring is nevertheless widely accepted in linguistics (Longacre 79) and 
psychology (Stark 88, Garnes 87, Koen et al. 69). 
Paragraph is considered as semantic unity discussing a certain discourse topic, (Garcia-
Berrio/Mayordomo 88, Longrace 79, Pike/Pike 77), thus a paragraph oriented decomposition 
of text can't be based on syntactic evidence (eg. indentation) alone, but must ground on a 
semantic model of text, which is capable of dealing with incorrect syntactic paragraphing. 
(Stark 88 shows that human readers correctly distinguish semantic paragraphs in spite of 
erroneous paragraph markers.) Furthermore there is no anaphoric reference to the paragraph 
topic from outside the paragraph (Giora 83). Thus, the prerequisites for text units as 
mentioned above are fulfilled. 
An additional property of the paragraph, which makes it a fruitful concept for hypertext, is 
the typing of paragraphs13, according to their internal structure (linkage between sentences, 
local coherence), thematic progression (Daneš 78) and discourse function. Narrative 
paragraphs with temporal linking and backward referenced can be distinguished from 
expository paragraphs with causal linking (Longacre 74, 76, Zimmermann 78)14. Typed 
paragraphs can be regarded as the terminal symbols of a hypertext grammar based on macro- 
and superstructures (van Dijk 80a). 
                                                 
13 An overview on text typology is provided by Große 74. 
14 A restriction of the paragraph types available in a hypertext is a means to reduce the complexity of text 
analysis and hypertext planning. In this paper we will further deal with descriptive or expository paragraphs with 
a-temporal linking. Therefore we will not encounter problems like procedural plausibility etc. which are typical 
for narrative (temporal linking) paragraphs. 
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Additionally to the types of discourse two types of thematic bordering can be discerned 
(Giora 83): 
I. The paragraph is cut off before a new discourse topic is introduced (eg the second 
verse of the poem shown in figure 1). 
II. The paragraph is cut off immediately after the new discourse topic is presented, 
providing a stronger link to the following paragraph (eg the first verse of the poem 
shown in figure 1). 
2.3 Macrostructures in hypertext ? 
Macrostructures in hypertexts differ in several aspects from macrostructures of linear texts. In 
linear texts macrostructures give — as mentioned above — a hierarchical representation of 
the text's topical structure on a meta level. They reflect the process of generalization in text 
analysis or stepwise refinement in text generation. Both of these processes are ruled by a 
special notion of relevance (eg. before the application of the first macro-rule it must be 
determined which information can be regarded as accidental and thus be deleted). Where text 
generation is driven by contextual relevance — what ideas does the author want to express —, 
text analysis is guided primarily by textual relevance — is a particular information important 
to understand the following text (but also does it fit the reader's information needs) (van Dijk 
79). 
Macrostructures of hypertexts as a meta level description of the deep structure of the 
complete hypertext network would be the exact correspondence to macrostructures of linear 
text — a notion of hypertext macrostructure we don't want to consider any further. Hypertext 
navigation may be understood as the construction of texts — so called hypertext paths — 
which are built up from a set of given pieces — i.e. the text units — but nevertheless fulfill 
the criteria of textual wellformedness and therefore have macrostructures themselves. 
Elements of these path-macrostructure are macro-text-units which are derived from the 
original text units by the application of macro-operations15. These macrostructures in 
hypertext comprise the (contextual and textual) relevant information of a set of text units in a 
condensed form16. These text units may stem from different linear texts, therefore 
macrostructures in hypertext reflect special aspect of intertextuality of document fragments 
(Begthol 86). Regarded as part of the hypertext derived text units can be used as navigational 
aids in hypertext browsing (the presentation17 of macro-text-units for instance can help to 
choose the appropriate hypertext path to follow). 
 
 
Figure 2 Several text units describe aspects of a single concept 
                                                 
15 In the following we distinguish macro-operations from macro-rules which were defined on linear texts. 
16 Obviously there is a relation to automatic text summarization (for an overview see Hutchins 87) and especially 
to text condensation as developed in the TOPIC-Project (Reimer/Hahn 87). The notion of hypertext macro-
structure may be viewed as a generalization of the TOPIC text-graphs. The use of interest profiles is similar to 
the Susy-System (Fum et al. 82). 
17 The content of a macro-text-unit may be graphically presented as a conceptual network (Thiel/Hammwöhner 
86) or as a textual abstract (Sonnenberger 88). 
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 The definition of prototypical macrostructures (textplans) helps to adapt the dialog to special 
informational needs and user purposes. A hypertext containing text fragments taken from 
computer magazines (a domain all further examples are taken from) can be traversed for 
instance following a path: 
• which gives a description of one special device (fig. 2) 
• which compares two (or several) devices with respect to their properties (fig. 3). 
 
 
Figure 3 Instances of a generic concept are compared with respect to their properties 
3 A frame-oriented hypertext model 
Recently published formal approaches to hypertext emerge from the emphasis each puts on a 
special aspect of hypertext. A strong stress on linking motivates the choice of semantic 
networks as formal basis for hypertext in TEXTNET (Trigg/Weiser 86) or Thoth-II (Collier 
87). TEXTNET employs a semantic net-work which directly connects chunks of text by 
semantic and rhetoric relations. The approach of Thoth-II is better suited for automatic 
integration of new text segments. Thoth-II is provided with a semantic network modeling the 
concepts within a given domain of discourse. The connection between text and conceptual 
knowledge is established by a string-oriented matching procedure18. If the handling of 
hypertext nodes is emphasized, object oriented approaches to hypertext are preferred (eg. 
Christodoulakis et al. 86, Woelk et al. 86). The planning of hypertext dialogs requires 
additional features like agent models—eg for the support of an extrinsic task (support of 
software engineering) by an agent/task driven hypertext (Garg/ Scacchi 87, Garg 87) — or 
constraints — the intrinsic task of planning argumentation (Smolensky et al. 87) is supported 
by constraints on graphical objects (on the presentation level only). 
The intended hypertext model has to fit the following context: 
• The first step of hypertext construction is the automatic decomposition and analysis of 
texts. A mapping from text units to representation structures is computed based on 
linguistic knowledge and background knowledge about the domain of discourse (cf. 
figure 4). 
• Based on these representations semantic relations between text units and 
macrostructures of sets of text-units may be established (cf. figure 5). 
The presentation of hypertext paths depends on a user formulated query19, text plans and 
prototypical informational objects, which control the mapping from semantic objects to 
graphical objects (Thiel/ Hammwöhner 89) and thus form the elements of a graphical text 
presentation language (Lakin 87). 
                                                 
18 Hahn 86 shows that string-oriented methods are an insufficient means for automatic text processing. 
19 The process of query formulation within a conceptual network and its support by a graphical user interface is 
described in Thiel/Hammwöhner 87. 
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Figure 4 A text is fragmented to text units and mapped to representation structures by automatic text analysis – 
eg by the TOPIC system (Hahn/Reimer 86,88) 
 
 
Figure 5 The network structure of the hypertext depends on semantic properties of text unit representations (eg 
conceptual networks) 
A uniform representation formalism, which can be used for conceptual knowledge, text plans 
and graphical structures as well, is the frame construct, which was introduced to AI by 
Minsky (Minsky 75). Frame like structures like case frames (Fillmore 68) or scripts 
(Schank/Abelson 77) are widely used in linguistics and text understanding. The relation 
between the constructs of frame- and object-oriented languages — the programming 
paradigm prevailing in computer graphics (Hollan 84) — eg. inheritance, perspectives 
(Bobrow/Winograd 77, Stefik/Bobrow 86) etc. is evident. 
3.1 The basic representation structures 
The frame formalism we will employ in our hypertext model is an extended version of FRM, 
the representation language of the TOPIC-system (Reimer 86, 89). The text units contained in 
the hypertext are mapped to sets of frames. A frame is built up by a set of slots, each of which 
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is associated with a set of permitted and a set of actual entries. Additionally an activation 
weight is assigned to frames slots, and actual entries. The structure may be formalised as a 
cascade of partial mappings (cf figure 6): 
 
Names is a non empty set of concept identifiers and Tu is a set of text unit identifiers. 
 
 
Figure 6 A hypertext representation  as a cascade of mappings 
Based on the cascade of mappings as described above the following functions may be 
defined, which allow access to: 
• the frames of a text unit   (D5), 
• the weight of a frame   (D7), 
• the slots of a frame   (D8), 
• the weight of a slot   (D9), 
• the permitted entries of a slot  (D10), 
• the actual entries of a slot   (D12), 
• the weight of an entry  (D11). 
Elements of tuples are obtained using a projection function: 
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These representation structures cover the aboutness (Hutchins 77) of text units as follows20: 
• Prototype frames (frames without entries) represent the background knowledge, which 
is needed to understand the text unit. A set of prototypes contained in a special text 
unit representing the domain dependent knowledge is the basis of text analysis. 
 
 
 
• Instance frames (frames containing at least one entry) represent special knowledge as 
learned from the text. Every instance frame has exactly one corresponding prototype 
which is taken from the domain dependent knowledge. 
 
 
 
• The activation weights indicate the salient concepts of a text unit. The most salient 
ones are dominant, followed by relevant ones. Irrelevant frames contain only 
background knowledge. (Rejecting can only occur in a query: see the D22). 
The frames within a knowledge base are not just isolated objects but are interrelated by a 
specialization hierarchy which can be inferred from the slot-structure of frames. In this 
context the notion of non-terminal slots is important — these are slots the name of which is 
identical to a frame within the knowledge base. The permitted entries of a non-terminal slot 
are the subordinates of the corresponding frame. 
 
                                                 
20 For a deeper understanding see Hahn/Reimer 86. 
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There are two specialization relations21: 
• The is-a relation deals with concept specialization by adding new slots to a concept or 
by restricting the permitted entries of a given slot (cf figure 7). 
 
 
 
• Specialization within the inst (instance) relation requires additional slot-entries (cf 
figure 7). 
 
 
 
• The e-is-a relation is the transitive closure of is-a and inst (cf figure 7). 
 
 
                                                 
21 The formalisation given here suffices our purposes but doesn’t cover all aspects of cencept specialization in 
FRM as described in Reimer 86,89. 
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Figure 7 The is-a relation between computer and number-cruncher holds because of 
the restricted set of permitted entries in the price-slot and the specialisation of the 
slot operating-system to multi-user-operating-system. The inst relation between 
workstation and Zenon-Y holds, because of the actual slot entries. 
3.2 Macro-operations in a frame-oriented hypertext model 
Based on the hypertext model defined above macro-operations can be defined which allow for 
the derivation of abstract macro-text-units and the clustering of text units contained in a 
hypertext according to a user formulated query and a context oriented notion of relevance. In 
the following we will outline the formalization of the macro-operations as introduced above 
and as an example give a concise formalization of the deletion of accidental information (da). 
• The generalization Operation g: { }FRAMES| f : FRAMES 2 FRAMES∈ × →g f  of a 
cluster of text units under consideration of domain dependent knowledge may be used 
as a test function for text unit clustering, because it maps improper clusters to the 
empty knowledge base. The units of a cluster must have salient concepts which are 
direct subordinates of a common prototype fp. Each subordinate of fp may occur only 
once within a cluster (to avoid uncontrolled redundancy). A (not empty) macro-text-
unit a cluster of text units is mapped to fulfils the following conditions: 
a. The frames representing the salient concepts are copied to the macro-text-unit. 
b. Additional more general prototypes are taken from the domain dependent 
knowledge. 
c. Activation weights are shifted to more general concepts. 
d. Eventually existing further frames are not copied. 
• The major difference between generalization and construction is that the latter 
employs the slot-relation instead of the specialization hierarchy, thus aggregating 
properties (or parts) of a concept which are mentioned in different text units. 
• deletion of constitutional information: The definition of this macro-Operation requires 
representation structures (defaults and constraints on slots), the presentation of which 
would exceed the scope of this paper (but which are part of FRM). 
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The deletion of accidental information is governed by the salience of concepts within the text 
units on one hand and the query on the other hand. This macro-operation is a mapping from 
pairs of knowledge bases – queries and text units – to knowledge 
bases { }ad f | f : FRAMES FRAMES FRAMES∈ × → . The resulting macro-text-units are 
stripped of all frames which are not relevant with respect to the query, thus irrelevant text 
units are mapped to the empty knowledge base. A frame ft which represents a salient concept 
of the text unit TU is relevant with respect to a query Q iff there is a dominant frame fq in Q 
and 
• fq has the same name as ft or 
• fq is superordinate of ft or 
• fq has the same name as a dominant slot of ft 
• and there is no frame fr in Q which inhibits the selection of ft. 
In this case ft is element of da(Q,TU) (D19) without any difference in its structure (D20). 
Additionally prototypes of relevant instances are mapped to the macro-text-unit (D21). The 
interrelation of frames which are part of different text units – eg the closure of name identity 
and specialization (D23) – is based on the pre-supposition that all representations are derived 
from the same domain dependant knowledge and therefore contain prototypes which are 
common to all text units. 
The inheritance of relevance assignments my be restricted by rejective assignments (D24, 
figure 8) 
 
 
Figure 8 Inheritance of relevance assignments. 
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 4   Concluding remarks 
In this paper we have discussed concepts of text oriented linguistics like macrostructures 
and paragraphs as text segmentation units which can be fruitful for hypertext. Furthermore we 
have defined a frame-oriented hypertext model and used it as basis for the formalization of 
macro-operations for hypertext. The planning of hypertext paths based on macro-structures 
and script-like prototypical text plans, which additionally makes use of paragraph types shall 
be dealt with in another context. 
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